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AbstractAbstractAbstractAbstract    
ThoughtWorks is a midsize global IT consulting firm that offers custom 
software development, integration services, Web Services development, 
and enterprise architecture consulting. Rather than providing high-level 
business consulting, the company focuses its resources squarely on 
providing technology solutions to problems companies face. However, 
despite the seemingly narrow focus of the firm, the company offers true 
thought leadership, in particular in the area of distributed development 
using a global delivery model and agile methodologies, which both 
lowers their clients’ risk and helps them attract top-notch technical 
talent. 
 
Specifically, ThoughtWorks has completed several Web Services and 
Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) projects over the last few years, 
focusing on projects that involve legacy integration, leveraging their 
expertise with both the .NET and Java environments. ThoughtWorks’ 
technical depth, expertise with agile methodologies, and experience 
building SOA implementations positions them as a significant player in 
the SOA consulting marketplace. 
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Midsize TechnologyMidsize TechnologyMidsize TechnologyMidsize Technology----Focused PSOFocused PSOFocused PSOFocused PSO    

Founded in 1993, ThoughtWorks is a global professional services organization with around 
600 employees. The company first provided services and technology-focused solutions for the 
equipment leasing industry, but has since diversified into a technology-focused firm with a 
horizontal technology focus and customers in a variety of vertical industries. The firm serves 
Global 1000 companies from offices in the United States, Canada, United Kingdom, Australia, 
and India. ThoughtWorks’ client roster includes insurance, equipment finance, energy, 
manufacturing, banking and mortgage, retail, and financial securities firms. 

What makes the company most interesting is their application of agile methods on globally 
distributed projects to deliver high-value solutions to clients, in a way that reduces risk, 
accelerates time to market, and improves system quality. ThoughtWorks has been an early 
and consistent practitioner and advocate of agile methodologies such as Extreme 
Programming and Scrum, with their thought leadership appearing in publications like CIO 
Magazine, ComputerWorld, Software Development, and elsewhere. Their technologists, 
including Chief Scientist Martin Fowler, are well-known speakers, authors, and practitioners in 
this area. 

In addition to their focus on distributed global development using agile methodologies, 
ThoughtWorks excels in the practical application of .NET, J2EE, open source, and other 
emerging technologies and standards. They have particular expertise on complex software 
projects that transform the business systems of Global 1000 clients. In addition to their 
application development and EAI practices, they also offer Web Services and enterprise 
architecture (EA) practices. While the Web Services practice focuses on development-oriented 
projects, the EA practice focuses in part on Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) planning 
services. 

Corporate Goal: Techie ParadiseCorporate Goal: Techie ParadiseCorporate Goal: Techie ParadiseCorporate Goal: Techie Paradise    

The core of ThoughtWorks’ strategy is to be the sort of place that attracts the very best 
technologists in the industry. To this end, they offer a mentoring program and an active 
recruiting program to increase the level of SOA expertise in their organization. ThoughtWorks 
also fosters thought leadership within their organization, and their top thinkers frequently 
publish books and articles on topics central to ThoughtWorks’ projects. Such thought 
leadership serves two purposes: it attracts strong candidates, and it also establishes 
credibility with clients. 

In addition, ThoughtWorks intentionally does not offer any business consulting, instead 
focusing on the technology solutions, from architecture through implementation and ongoing 
system evolution. They offer technology strategy as well as architecture consulting services, 
and much of their architecture work is SOA. They built SOA-based solutions for a top computer 
equipment firm’s financing arm. This client had a webMethods-based heterogeneous 
infrastructure, and ThoughtWorks built an SOA that exposed composite transactional Services 
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that in turn consisted of individual Web Services for credit availability, credit checks, and 
other functionality. 

ThoughtWorks realizes that traditional, prescriptive methodologies promote a top-down 
approach to project management, establishing a command-and-control system. The 
underlying assumption is that with enough planning and management, companies can predict 
the outcome and avoid risks. However, these methodologies are most effective in situations 
where the customer’s business and technical requirements will remain fairly static. On an 
increasing number of strategic software projects, however, prescriptive methods provide 
neither the flexibility nor the speed-to-market that the enterprise requires. Such is typically the 
case with SOA projects. ThoughtWorks uses agile approaches in particular to involve the 
business users in the development process. The goal is to get working software into the 
hands of the business user as soon as possible, in order to get immediate feedback from the 
client to help direct the project and focus the deliverables.  

ThoughtWorks favors agile methods for software development because they provide effective 
approaches for optimizing development team productivity, minimizing risk, ensuring end-user 
satisfaction and support, delivering high-value working software to end-users quickly, and 
delivering the ROI that both business and technical leaders demand from software projects. 
ThoughtWorks has successfully employed such methods on dozens of projects of all sizes, 
including those that require globally distributed project teams of over one hundred people 
and result in millions of lines of code. 

The ZapThink TakeThe ZapThink TakeThe ZapThink TakeThe ZapThink Take    

All of ThoughtWorks’ efforts center on one basic goal: working software. Where other 
consulting firms mix business consulting and technology implementation, ThoughtWorks 
focuses entirely on the technology. This focus has established them as one of the most 
technically capable IT consulting firms of their size. Their approach to SOA, therefore, is 
technology-centric, rather than process-centric. Companies who are looking to SOA to solve 
their application integration problems will often find ThoughtWorks’ agile, technology-focused 
approach to be effective and less risky than more traditional approaches to integration.  

ZapThink has been recommending the use of certain agile approaches for planning and 
implementing SOA for years, and yet few consulting firms have been able to make the 
connection between these two areas in an effective way. Nevertheless, the particular 
challenges that SOA present lends the architectural approach to agile methods including 
iterative planning and development, the involvement of the user in the development process, 
and the focus on working software over artifacts. Among the difficulties in applying agile 
approaches to SOA is that not all agile techniques are appropriate to SOA, requiring a 
consultant to understand which techniques make sense to apply to an SOA engagement and 
when. ThoughtWorks’ depth in agile methodologies coupled with their technology expertise 
promises an effective, low risk approach to otherwise difficult, risky SOA projects. 
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ThoughtWorks ServicesThoughtWorks ServicesThoughtWorks ServicesThoughtWorks Services    
 

Enterprise Architecture, Enterprise Integration & Web ServicesEnterprise Architecture, Enterprise Integration & Web ServicesEnterprise Architecture, Enterprise Integration & Web ServicesEnterprise Architecture, Enterprise Integration & Web Services    
    
OverviewOverviewOverviewOverview::::  

ThoughtWorks’ enterprise architecture approach helps clients 
define vendor-neutral IT strategies for the enterprise. Their 
experience in custom system development and enterprise 
integration allows them to see enterprise architecture within 
the specific context of working technologies. 

ThoughtWorks’ enterprise integration helps clients in SOA 
implementation from vendor selection through solution 
deployment. They assist with semantic and structural 
mapping of customers’ metadata, implement custom 
adapters, and develop solutions that bridge multiple EAI 
vendors’ tools. ThoughtWorks specializes in complex 
integration scenarios that combine custom development with 
SOA tools. They understand the benefits and limitations of 
the SOA tools and plan their engagements accordingly. 

ThoughtWorks also helps companies develop Web Services 
pilot implementations in order to acquire internal Web 
Services capabilities. A real-life deployment can be used to 
investigate the validity of vendor claims and identify potential 
gaps, preparing the enterprise for a gradual transition to Web 
Services and SOA.  
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Funding:  

Privately held 
Global CEO:  

Roy Singham 
Employees:  

600 
Services: 

Custom Software Development, Enterprise Architecture, 
Enterprise Integration & Web Services 

Address: 
651 W. Washington Blvd.  
Suite 600 
Chicago, IL 60661 
USA 
 
Additional offices in the United Kingdom, Australia, Canada 
and India. 

URL:  
http://www.thoughtworks.com 

Main Phone:  
312-373-1000 

Contact:  
John Guerriere, VP Marketing, JGuerriere@thoughtworks.com  
Media inquiries: Heather Malec, HMalec@thoughtworks.com 
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About ZapThink, LLCAbout ZapThink, LLCAbout ZapThink, LLCAbout ZapThink, LLC    
 

ZapThink is an IT advisory and analysis firm that provides trusted advice and critical insight 
into the architectural and organizational changes brought about by the movement to XML, 
Web Services, and Service Orientation. We provide our three target audiences of IT vendors, 
service providers and end-users a clear roadmap for standards-based, loosely coupled 
distributed computing – a vision of IT meeting the needs of the agile business. 

ZapThink helps its customers in three ways: by helping companies understand IT products 
and services in the context of Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) and the vision of Service 
Orientation, by providing guidance into emerging best practices for Web Services and SOA 
adoption, and by bringing together all our audiences into a network that provides business 
value and expertise to each member of the network.  

ZapThink provides market intelligence to IT vendors and professional services firms that offer 
XML and Web Services-based products and services in order to help them understand their 
competitive landscape, plan their product roadmaps, and communicate their value 
proposition to their customers within the context of Service Orientation.  

ZapThink provides guidance and expertise to professional services firms to help them grow 
and innovate their services as well as promote their capabilities to end-users and vendors 
looking to grow their businesses.  

ZapThink also provides implementation intelligence to IT users who are seeking guidance and 
clarity into the best practices for planning and implementing SOA, including how to assemble 
the available products and services into a coherent plan. 

ZapThink’s senior analysts are widely regarded as the “go to analysts” for XML, Web Services, 
and SOA by vendors, end-users, and the press. Respected for their candid, insightful opinions, 
they are in great demand as speakers, and have presented at conferences and industry 
events around the world. They are among the most quoted industry analysts in the IT industry. 

ZapThink was founded in October 2000 and is headquartered in Waltham, Massachusetts. Its 
customers include Global 1000 firms and government organizations, as well as many 
emerging businesses. Its analysts have worked at such firms as IDC, marchFIRST, and 
ChannelWave, and have sat on the working group committees for standards bodies such as 
RosettaNet, UDDI, and ebXML. 

Call, email, or visit the ZapThink Web site to learn more about how ZapThink can help you to 
better understand how SOA will impact your business or organization. 
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